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Radioisotope Tracers

Reading:  Emerson and Hedges, Chapter 5, p.153-169

OCN 623 – Chemical Oceanography

23 March 2017

© 2017  Frank Sansone

At the completion of this class, students should be able to:

1. Explain and use the concepts and equations governing radioactive decay

2. Explain the concept of “secular equilibrium”, and how it relates to 

oceanographic applications

3. Describe the common uses of radioisotopes as oceanic tracers

Student Learning Outcomes
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• Background info

• Radioactive decay - concepts and equations

• Secular equilibrium

• Matching decay rates with removal rates

• Case studies

•Ra-226 → Rn-222

- Air-sea gas exchange

•U-238 → Th-234

- Carbon export from the mixed layer via sinking particles

Outline

Definitions

Parent – Original radioactive atom

Daughter – The product of a radioactive decay

Decay Chain – A series of radioactive decays:

Parent →→→→ Daughter-1 →→→→ Daughter-2 →→→→ Daughter-3.....

N1 →→→→ N2 →→→→ N3 →→→→ N4….

Radioactive decay is a property of the nucleus, and is 

independent of chemistry, temperature, and pressure

Radioactive Decay
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14
7N + neutron → 14

6C + β + ν

Excited state Ground state

Types of Radioactive Decay

Soluble, conservative

Particle-active

Soluble, from sed.

Inert gas

Rel. insoluble
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Radioactive Decay Equations 

The half life is defined as the time required 

for half of the atoms initially present to decay. 

After one half life:  N/No = ½

Since N = Noe-λt :

λt1/2 = -ln (1/2) = 0.693

or….

Half Life

λ

693.0

2
1 =t
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Radioactive Activity

Group 

Calculation
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The figure shows the change in activity 

of a radioisotope.

What is the decay constant for this 

radioisotope?
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T1/2 = 5700 y

T1/2 = 0.693/λ 

λ = 0.693/T1/2

λ = 0.693 / 5700 y = 1.22 x 10-4 y-1

The radioisotope is C-14

Group 

Calculation

The figure shows the change in activity 

of a radioisotope.

What is the decay constant for this 

radioisotope?

Secular 

Equilibrium
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Secular Equilibrium
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N1 (parent)

N2 (daughter)

10 t1/2

λ2N2 = λ1N1

The longer the half-life, the longer it takes to 

achieve a daughter/parent ratio of 1

Name of parent

Need to match the parent half-life with the time-scale of the process being studied
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The relation between 

the half-life of a 

radioisotope and the 

characteristic time-

scale for marine 

processes. 

The shaded area 

indicates the range 

where the two life-

times are a good match.

Emerson & Hedges (2008)

• This equation for secular equilibrium assume no 
other source and no other removal mechanism.  
Nevertheless, we know that this is generally not the 
case in the ocean.

• However, this is what makes radionuclides so useful!

• For example, what if the daughter nuclide is removed 
by processes other than decay (e.g., scavenging)?

λ2N2 = λ1N1
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λPNP = λDND + κND κ = removal constant

Multiply by λD:   λDAP = λDAD + κAD

AP AD

κ= λD [(AP / AD) – 1]

Scavenging residence (turnover) time = 1/κ

(Decay)

(Some other 

removal, such 

as scavenging)

ND

Radio-isotopes that have 

been used in 

Oceanography:

These tracers have a range of 

origins, chemistries and half lives

Case Studies
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Soluble, conservative

Particle-active

Soluble, from sed.

Inert gas

Relatively 

insoluble

Ra-226 →→→→ Rn-222    Air-Sea Gas Exchange

ARa-226 (dpm/100L)
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Group 

Discussion

The half-life of Rn-222 is 3.8 days.

What would the ARn-222 distribution look like 

if the wind speed doubled for 1 day?

Why???

Soluble, conservative

Particle-active

Soluble, from sed.

Inert gas

Relatively 

insoluble

U-238 →→→→ Th-234    Carbon Export from the Mixed Layer
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This profile integrates removal processes over a 

several-week period (a function of the decay rates)

Th-234 in the Upper Ocean

U-238 →→→→ Th-234 →→→→ Pa-234

Particles that remove Th 

can also remove other 

particle-active materials 

(e.g., POC)

How to Calculate 234Th Export on Sinking Particles

νκ

νκλλ

±−−=

±−−=

Th

ThThU

Th

NAA

NNN
dt

dN

234

234234238

234

234238

234238

• Multiply by λ234 to convert to 234Th activity

• Assume steady state:  dA234/dt = 0

• Assume negligible advection and diffusion (ν = 0)

Production Removal Physical

processes
Decay

234234238234

234234234238
234
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)(0

λκ

κλ

AAA

AAA
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Removal rate 

(dpm L-1 d-1)

U-238 →→→→ Th-234 →→→→ Pa-234
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How to calculate 234Th flux:

Flux = κ A234z = (A238 – A234) λ234 z  103

How to calculate flux of any element or 

compound in the particles:

Multiply 234Th flux by the ratio (in the particles) of 234Th 

to the species of interest

e.g.: C flux = 234Th flux * (C / 234Th)particle

mdpm L-1 L m-3d-1dpm m-2 d-1 Depth of 

mixed layer

Removal rate

Buesseler, Benitez-Nelson et al. (2006) An assessment of particulate organic carbon to thorium-234 ratios

in the ocean and their impact on the application of 234Th as a POC flux proxy.  Marine Chemistry 100: 213–233


